
WANT TO KNOCK THE SOCKS
OFF YOUR AUDIENCE?

CUCO CONCEPTS

WE WANT TO HELP YOU MAKE
SURE YOUR AUDIENCE IS
TALKING ABOUT YOUR
PRESENTATION FOR DAYS,
EVEN WEEKS LATER!
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Know your audience

Find out as much as you can about your audience to determine what they

want to learn and how you should present the information. Remember to

present for your audience and not for yourself. 

Use a strong structure

Decide if your presentation will be informative, inspirational, educational

or Persuasive. Next, use a presentation arc to figure out the best

structure for your presentation

Make it interactive

Getting your audience engaged in your presentation is key to keeping

them hooked all the way to the end. Ask them questions, set up an

interactive quiz, make your audience move or bring props

Tell your audience a story

A presentation filled with just one story that resonates with your

audience will stick in their mind. Make sure your story is relatable and

connects with your big idea
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Stick to one image per slide.

A good rule of thumb is to stick to just

one main image per slide. You can use

images as a background or an accent 

Use data visualization.

Showcase your numbers and statistics

visually and make it easier for your

audience to understand at a glance. 

Summarize

To help your audience understand and

remember your presentation take the

time throughout your presentation to

summarize what you’ve said. You can

even ask your audience questions  
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Pay attention to visual hierarchy.

Visual hierarchy organizes the

elements of your presentation

depending on their importance. Use

the size of fonts, images, and contrast

to guide your audience to where to

look first, second, third etc.

Focus on one idea per slide

Keep the information on a single slide

to a minimum. The content included on

your slide should be limited to your

main talking points.

Less than six lines of text.

Your slide shouldn’t be a huge wall of

text. Your audience should be listening

not reading.  

Don’t use bullet points.

There are so many other ways to

present your ideas that are visually

appealing and bullet points aren't one

of them!

At CUCO we help entrepreneurs,

thought-leaders, business leaders

and team executives communicate

their Big ideas and Key business

messages that win over their

clients and get their audience to

lean in.

Plan and deliver memorable

presentations and pitches that take

your audience on a compelling

journey. Make an impact, inspire

others to take action and spark

conversations.
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